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ABSTRACT
Engaging students in science, technology, engineering, and math (STEM) fields is critical to ensure the success of the next generation of scientists and engineers. Given that 97% of American teens play video games, there is a tremendous opportunity to facilitate interest in STEM topics through the design of engaging learning games. While a growing number of serious games have been developed for biological science and computer science learning, few address the communication and technical challenges that arise in cyberinfrastructure intensive projects, where multiple domain scientists and computer scientists collaborate. This paper describes empirical data collected during a year-long human centered game design process, in which design ideas generated by high school students were bridged with cyberinfrastructure and bioinformatics learning concepts. Our research shows that “fun” and engaging game elements are well suited for addressing the sociotechnical aspects of cyberinfrastructure projects. In this research we provide a human centered game design methodology for science educators and science game designers, as well as design implications for integrating game-based experiences into the use of large-scale shared computing resources and services.

Categories and Subject Descriptors
H.5.3. Information interfaces and presentation (e.g., HCI): Group and organization interfaces–Computer-supported cooperative work.

General Terms
Design.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Studies have shown that participation in STEM fields is declining in the United States, especially for underrepresented minorities and women [25, 26]. Given that some 97% of American teens play video or computer games [22], gaming provides a potential way to engage a diverse number of students in STEM concepts.

While there has been a growing body of research on the benefits of serious games, or games with a purpose [8, 13, 27], more research is needed to better understand why students find some games engaging and others boring. Additionally, while emotional state has been shown to be an important indicator of interest and engagement, in learning environments [14] and games [21], there is still further research needed to establish the role of affect and engagement within the framework of a STEM learning game.

Learning games offer a particular challenge for designers, as the fun and playfulness of the game often gets mired in the learning concepts themselves. Game scholars such as Prensky [34] readily acknowledge this challenge, noting that most learning games are “boring” and fail to reach the same level of engagement and “experience-centered ‘fun’” as commercial games. High school students we have worked with in our own research have echoed this feeling. As one student bluntly stated, “educational games are mostly lame.” The balance between fun and learning concepts is a tenuous one, as another student noted when evaluating an early prototype of our game, saying, “I didn’t feel like this was legitimate biology” but “if there was more biology it would limit the audience.” As educators and game designers, how do we strike the proper balance of learning and engaging fun?

In the inaugural XSEDE (Extreme Science and Engineering Discovery Environment) Conference in 2012, closing speaker Steven Reiner called attention to the importance of story telling when communicating data and scientific discoveries, saying that, “the more we are inundated with data, the more the story — the narrative — becomes a powerful way to impart information and meaning” [28]. Games offer a powerful potential to help players better make sense of scientific data within the context of an immersive environment and narrative.

This paper addresses the ongoing design of the game MAX5, where players use cyberinfrastructure (CI) and bioinformatics tools to solve puzzles and retrieve clues to stop a deadly influenza outbreak. CI has received much attention since the National Science Foundation’s (NSF) hallmark 2003 report on how it would revolutionize science and engineering through its “layer of enabling hardware, algorithms, software, communications, institutions, and personnel” [5]. In our design of the game MAX5 we were interested in how CI tools and practices can be made engaging and affectively relevant within the framework of a collaborative video game.

1.1 CI as a Sociotechnical System
Attention to how social systems, organizations, and individual activities affect technical systems falls generally under the term “sociotechnical” [9]. Sociotechnical researchers have made a strong argument that an understanding of the varied user communities is critical for building collaborative cyberinfrastructure services that are useful [39]. A growing
community of CI scholars is working to understand how collaborations between domain scientists and computer scientists inform the success of cyberinfrastructure projects [e.g., 23, 36, 37, 39]. Ribes and Lee [37] note that cyberinfrastructure collaborations are highly embedded in an understanding of the sociotechnical. In Ribes and Bowker’s [36] research on a multidisciplinary collaboration for building the GeoSciences Network, they call attention to the importance of domain collaboration, defining “two axes of collaboration” between domain scientists and computer scientists, in which each have differing goals and reward systems that must be coordinated across discipline boundaries to develop appropriate scientific infrastructures and tools.

Zimmerman [39] argues that attention should be placed on several areas of sociotechnical interoperability, including: users’ perceived need for CI, the role and influence of all stakeholders, technologies used in CI that are built and maintained by others (the non-primary users), and scalable coordination and feedback. It is these sociotechnical aspects of CI that we relate to game design outcomes in this paper.

In the design of our game, we felt it was important to not only provide learning concepts relevant to bioinformatics and CI training, but also an immersive social and narrative environment that addressed the sociotechnical considerations students would likely encounter in an actual CI project. It was also our goal to negotiate these sociotechnical aspects of CI in a manner that was highly enjoyable to players. To understand how CI tools and processes could be made engaging and enjoyable to students, we utilized an iterative and user-centric design process that we describe further in the following sections.

### 1.2 Human Centered Design

While historically many technology design practices have forged the belief that humans will adapt to technologies or interfaces, a human centered design approach models technologies around users’ behaviors and needs to provide more intuitive systems and interfaces [30]. Design methods are varied, and can be quantitative or qualitative in nature, but seek to collect data around users’ behaviors, needs, and practices. Methods are often iterative throughout the design life cycle. Such human centered (or “user centered” as it is sometimes called) design approaches are not new to the game development process. Pagulaya et al. [31] note the importance of user centered design practices in game development, using various techniques, including: usability testing, initial experience playtesting, surveys, and what they call “deep gameplay” (or bringing in a group of users repeatedly over the game development life cycle to playtest prototypes and provide qualitative feedback).

While, such methods are still relatively new to the design of CI technologies, there are a growing number of scholars employing human centered design approaches to successfully understand and design CI tools across a variety of domains, including astrophysics [3, 4] and gravitational physics [35].

In our research we utilized human centered design practices as we designed and developed the bioinformatics and CI game MAX5. Over the course of the year-long development cycle, seven high school students engaged in participatory design sessions with a group of graduate students, and we also conducted interviews and playtesting sessions with students to generate further design outcomes to make the game more engaging.

The primary contributions of this paper are two-fold: 1) a human centered design methodology for the creation of science-based learning games, and 2) the identification of key areas of cyberinfrastructure resources and learning concepts that map particularly well to collaborative game environments. Our work also has broader implications for the design and development of a range of educational media and learning tools within the XSEDE network.

### 2. RELATED WORK

There are an increasing number of games that integrate STEM concepts into a collaborative player experience. The game and learning environment Whyville offers a learning virtual world for tweens, with 3.4 million registered users, 60 percent female, in 2009 [26]. In the game, players must work together to fight an epidemic using Center for Disease Control tools. The game is very broadly targeted, with a generic educational focus aimed more at elementary and early middle school students, including teaching writing skills, Internet safety, and basic math.

The citizen science game, Foldit, offers a way for players to engage in real science, and has allowed over 100,000 people to participate in protein folding puzzles. Foldit players were among the top competitors in the CASP08 proteomics challenge [19].

Annetta et al. [2] evaluated a crime scene investigation video game with genetics learning concepts. They found that while there was no significant difference in learning when compared to a control group, students that played the video game were significantly more engaged in the genetics content. They caution that further design and evaluation criteria are needed for learning games.

Several studies have also shown the value of game design in introducing students to computer science concepts [29, 32, 38]. Kitchen et al. noted the value of classroom games where students take on the role of processors to illustrate parallel computing concepts [20]. Tang et al. [38] explored the use of a city infrastructure virtual reality game to stimulate metacognition in engineering students. Papastergiou compared a computer game with web-based curriculum for learning computer memory concepts, finding that the game group had increased motivation and more effective learning outcomes [32].

Scratch, an interactive programming environment created by MIT’s Media Lab, allowed players to generate their own games and animations using programming constructions similar to puzzle pieces [24]. Researchers found that the environment excited students and introduced them to programming logic without the burden of having to learn the syntax of a complex programming language.

There have been few, if any, game projects that we know of directly related to CI, much less the sociotechnical aspects of CI. Many science and engineering games are domain specific, which does not address one of the primary challenges in CI projects, namely, collaboration between computational and domain scientists over a long term project [36, 39].

### 3. METHODOLOGY

Data was collected using mixed method approaches including field notes from participatory design sessions, interviews with students, playtesting sessions, and design exercises.

**Participatory Design:** Seven high school students from Seattle area public schools (4 female, 3 male) participated as co-designers of the game. Students generated ideas for game mechanics and narrative elements, completed drawings and sketches of levels, and designed level environments using the Unity3D game engine. Participatory design sessions lasted one and a half hours and were
held every other week (with most students participating in ten or more sessions).

Interviews: Semi-structured interviews were conducted with fifteen Seattle area high school students (ages 14-19; 6 female, 9 male) over the course of the year. Interview questions covered topics related to video gameplay and enjoyment, design ideas specific to MAX5, and questions about collaboration with peers and classmates. All students interviewed had also engaged in a playtesting session of the game MAX5.

Playtesting: Gameplay sessions lasting approximately twenty to forty minutes were conducted with forty-eight high school students (in both a lab and classroom setting). Students in these sessions played a beta version of the game, and provided feedback regarding the aspects they found enjoyable or aspects they would change.

High school students were recruited both through snowball sampling and through an email sent to institutional partners of the Northwest Association for Biomedical Research. NWABR is a non-profit organization dedicated to strengthening public trust in research through educational biomedical focused programs and outreach (http://nwabr.org), and has created a bioinformatics curriculum specifically for high school classes. Many of the bioinformatics concepts in the game were adapted from this curriculum.

Responses from the interviews and playtesting sessions were coded using a grounded theory approach to produce thematic areas. Grounded theory is a process in which codes are applied to thematically similar topics until saturation is reached and a theory regarding observed behaviors or actions is achieved [10].

4. ABOUT THE GAME

Players within the computer game MAX5 are offered two types of gameplay, as either 1) a biologist field agent collecting and sequencing DNA samples using bioinformatics software tools, or 2) a computer scientist making key decisions about shared resources and data allocation on a data game board (Figure 1). The game transports players into the fictional world of the Advanced Future Research Lab, a global scientific organization that is working to solve the mysterious disappearance of one of their top scientists, while preventing an influenza pandemic. Each player role receives partial information, encouraging players to collaborate and share data with each other to solve puzzles in the game.

Players engage in a series of mini-games focused on learning concepts and tools specific to their role (either bioinformatics or computer science related). Bioinformatics concepts include: the sequencing of DNA samples and queries performed using an in-game tool that simulates the National Center for Biotechnology Information’s Basic Local Alignment Search Tool (BLAST) [7]. Players also use a visualization tool similar to the bioinformatics software tool Jalview [17], as a way to visualize and edit multiple sequence alignments.

The computer science mini-games are focused on learning concepts regarding high performance computing. Players make key decisions regarding computing processes and resource sharing strategies including: locking mechanisms, map reductions, efficient use of cycles, and multi-threaded access to shared resources.

Figure 1 shows a screen capture from each type of mini-game. In the figure, the biologist field agent is shown performing a BLAST to determine whether a swine should be quarantined to prevent further lethal outbreaks. The computer scientist game shows a puzzle scenario where two threads have collided trying to access the same resource, increasing the number of cycles necessary to process data. The player must prevent threads from trying to access the same resources at the same time to avoid the threads exploding and losing data.

![Figure 1. A player in the game MAX5 is performing a BLAST to determine an animal’s flu lethality (top), and maximizing parallel processing power using a semaphore toolkit (bottom).](image1)

![Figure 2. A design of the lab room in MAX5, used to coordinate areas of resource use.](image2)
Design choices made regarding the type of game mechanics to include in the game, as well as ways information is shared and viewed by players, were all informed by themes that came out of our iterative design process. These themes are discussed in greater detail below.

5. RESULTS & DISCUSSION

Themes that emerged from the coding of semi-structured interviews and design sessions with students clustered around several particular areas: complex coordinated communication, domain based knowledge, support for resource economies, enjoyment of tools, and diverse context-laden systems. The following sections describe our design findings and how these align with sociotechnical challenges and learning opportunities specific to CI.

5.1 Coordinated Communication

Designing communication tools in the game provided an opportunity to organize distributed players around team tasks, while acknowledging the inherent complexity that exists in CI intensive scientific work groups. Text-based chat was the most frequently mentioned method of interaction recommended by the students as a way to communicate with other players in-game, yet integrating real-time interactions was a continual design hurdle.

Some high school students simply were resistant or skeptical of any real time interactions in the game. One student noted, “I never got into the multiplayer thing. I liked wandering about by myself. People are annoying.” Another student had a more mixed take on social interaction, saying, “I don’t usually interact socially (in games). I don’t enjoy listening to what people playing have to say” but then acknowledged “but they do keep it interesting and fresh.” Conversely, several players said that “communicating with others” and chat were the most enjoyable aspects of game play for them. We were faced with the challenge of allowing for individual play, but of also motivating team interactions.

Coordination of actual scientists in distributed CI environment is notably also a messy process, highly dependent on the use of appropriate tools for remote communication [3, 4]. In a collaborative cross-cultural group of astrophysicists sharing supernovae data, Poon et al. found that some scientists felt more comfortable contacting supervisors directly if problems arose, while others preferred more indirect communication means via a custom designed chat interface [33]. In designing CI communication tools, how do designers account for direct and synchronous communication preferences while also accounting for players that prefer more indirect means of sharing information?

We utilized a chat interface as the primary means of communication between teammates during gameplay. Using a map in the lab room as a central visual framework within the game provided a way to share actions from geographically dispersed players, as well as a way to communicate indirectly for players that might less frequently use real time chat. The map also provided a way for players to share information about their team’s shared resources without having to explicitly communicate this information to their teammates.

**Design Implication:** Provide both direct synchronous and indirect asynchronous means of communicating tasks and goals within the game.

5.2 Applying Domain Based Knowledge

In interviews, students identified numerous game genres that they found fun and engaging. Some students commented that they preferred action adventure games, or as one student succinctly put it, “teens like action games.” First person shooter style games, including Halo and Call of Duty, were mentioned by many of the students as highly played. There was still also a high amount of diversity in the types of games students played. One student noted his love for strategy games, saying one of his favorite games was Age of Empires because “it’s fun to build a huge army, attack other people. Start out with nothing really, and have to build resources up and gain more resources.” Another student noted that while he did not really play computer games or have a console, he did play sports games like Madden with friends. Other students noted that they were experts in multiple types of games, ranging from racing, first person shooter, to puzzle. Some students were less experienced in a particular type of game play, with one young girl noting with slight embarrassment that while she played Dungeons and Dragons as a younger child, she did not play games like Halo.

The ability to shoot in-game targets, or select the best Madden NFL quarterback may not seem to be domain knowledge in the most obvious sense, but these are very much learned skills. As Gee notes, “good games are models for the production of expertise” [15]. These high school student players were therefore experts within a number of game “domains” depending on the types of games they most often played at home or with friends. Yet how might these games skills relate to CI skills?

Ribes and Lee describe the diverse set of actors in CI as coming from multiple skill areas, including domain scientists, information scientists, program officers, technicians, and multiple other actors within a highly complex eco-system [37]. These various actors must be able to communicate and apply their skills depending on the project, in a similar way to how game players must transfer their expertise between different games and differing mechanics. Kee and Browning [18] suggest that the development of CI tools is part of a “dialectic tension” between domain scientists and the technologists that develop these tools. Our design attempted to bridge the gap between technologists and domain scientists by the design of two distinct styles of play (action/first person shooter in the case of the bioinformatics role, and puzzle logic in the computer science role).

In the design of MAX5, providing different mechanics and genre styles within the same overall game accomplished two goals: 1) it engaged players with different game skills and mechanics that they might find enjoyable and familiar based on previous games they have played; and 2) it simulated actual areas of domain knowledge that often co-exist within a CI project, in which two or more project members with differing skill sets must collaborate (e.g., a microbiologist and a computer scientist).

**Design Implication:** Mix differing game mechanics and genres to allow players to gain domain-specific expertise and communicate this expertise to players outside of their domain.

5.3 Creating Resource Economies

An interest in creating an economy for achievement, status, and rewards was a commonly requested design feature in interviews with students. Numerous students mentioned the need to integrate points for armor, leveling up, health and for purchasing tools. Giving gifts was also a practice that several students requested. One student noted that gift giving practices should be used, since they “make you feel better, when you help someone and they return the favor.” Another student recommended an economic structure that encouraged collaboration in teams, with health points split in a manner that encouraged players to work together.
Rewards and an economy within the game provided a way to help players negotiate meaning and value for the objects and actions around them.

In a similar manner, allocating and managing shared resources are of critical importance in CI projects. Grid computing networks such as the Open Science Grid provide collaborative frameworks to share and use data across multiple sites [11], however, researchers have pointed to how individual and organizational decisions about the interoperability [11], cost [6, 12], and performance [6, 12] of these networks determine whether and how data is actually processed and used.

In our design of MAX5, we sought to address how in-game resources could be expressed to reflect resource limitations students might encounter as part of a CI project. We accounted for computational resources by providing processing power as a limited resource that must be shared between players to perform BLAST searches or alignments (for the biologist field agent) or parallelize jobs (for the computer scientist). As an example of this resource sharing and dependencies, the number of BLAST searches or alignments the field agent is able to perform is dependent on the amount of processing power saved by players in playing the computer science mini-game.

**Design Implication:** Develop an in-game economy for players to make key decisions regarding the allocation of technological resources (e.g., performance speed or load balancing) as well as supporting decisions regarding the allocation of human resources (e.g., rewarding points for collaborative work).

### 5.4 Enjoyment of CI Tools

Many students expressed an explicit interest in control over their characters’ interactions within the environment through the use of highly physical tools. One student noted the need to attack enemies within the game saying she wanted to “shoot them” or “the simplest thing, the cliché is to add guns.” Another female student offered her opinion that “it would be cool to have some way to grab something from a distance.” The comments and design ideas from students provided insights into ways we could generate engagement and enjoyment through ownership and control of tools.

Our design strategy was to embed a sense of control and enjoyment of the physical tools, and then extend the use of these tools in a manner that integrated learning components. For example, the bioinformatics tool BLAST was converted into a highly physical tool that can then be operated and literally blasted at animals as a mechanism to collect a sample sequence, and compare this sequence to matches in a database (Figure 3). In the computer scientist mini-games, players manipulate semaphores in the form of physical tools that can be placed on shared resource areas to restrict access and prevent these resources from exploding.

Technology acceptance theories have long stressed the importance of enjoyment and pleasure in the adoption of information technologies [1]. We argue that these theories are highly relevant to CI tools, and that CI technologies should also be enjoyable to gain traction and use by scientists and researchers. Embedding CI learning concepts into tools that produced enjoyable results in the game allowed these learning concepts to become part of an exciting and pleasurable process. Clear sensory feedback mechanisms were necessary to make the tools affectively engaging. For example, the BLAST tool produced a high-pitched zoom as it was fired, and the animals reacted with abrupt movements when enveloped in the laser sphere when “blasted”.

The enjoyment of these tools was observed in playtesting sessions as students’ faces lit up and smiles formed when they realized they could fire a BLAST sphere over an animal running at them. Several students commented that “it was fun to shoot” and that “the most enjoyable part of the game was shooting”. Other players found the analysis aspect highly engaging, as one student noted, “analyzing the DNA (sequences) on the animals to determine whether they were lethal” was the most enjoyable part of the game.

**Design Implication:** Embed CI learning concepts into highly enjoyable and sensory oriented physical tools that leverage visual cues and sound feedback.

![Figure 3. A screenshot of the game MAX5 as a player uses a “BLAST launcher” to collect a DNA sample from a potentially infected swine.](image)

### 5.5 Varied Needs & Contexts

In interviews, high school students identified a diverse number of environment contexts as important in creating engaging gameplay. One student wanted a level designed in a jungle, another an urban environment, and another flying through the air. The variations on environment were explored further with the student co-designers, each of whom designed a game level. These level designs varied greatly, with one of the student designers selecting what he describes as a “third world area” with “little actual data” and “no high-tech facilities.” Another student designed her scene around a market place, in which using the BLAST tool becomes more challenging due to the player “making her way through a huge group of people who are not all infected.”

Herr et al. [16] similarly discuss the importance of adaptable CI toolkits that are scalable and customizable to differing user communities in their work on the CIShell. They note that the CIShell provides tools that act as a “bridge among users, dataset and algorithm developers, and application developers” in providing a flexible and extensible framework that addresses the needs of each of these groups.

In design exercises by the high school student co-designers, they also identified diverse contexts for visualizing a BLAST output, highlighting the importance of creating flexible tools. One student focused on a quick visualization that players could use to determine a sample’s lethality, using varying color and shape to mark differences. Another student designed a phylogenetic tree (Figure 4) to show sequence relationships over time, and yet another student was interested in providing a way to identify individual symptoms. Each of these methods was appropriate in addressing what students saw as their characters’ needs within the game, mirroring the diverse set of needs often expressed in CI projects.
**Design Implication:** Design varied level environments and multiple interaction contexts to allow players to experience CI tools as changing and adaptable.

![Image of game design elements](image)

**Figure 4.** Two student visualizations of influenza, with one (top) focused on information organized in a broader context with samples related to each other in a phylogenetic tree, and another (bottom) focused on an individual's symptoms and personal context.

6. **FUTURE WORK**

There is still much to be learned from collecting additional data on player interactions once the game is available to a wider audience of students. In our future work, we would like to pay greater attention to the adaptability of CI environments by allowing players to customize their tools in-game for their character. This might include the use of custom BLAST interfaces, or allowing players to tweak firing range, data thread speed, or other capabilities that allow for highly adaptable play experiences.

We intend to do further studies on collaboration and engagement by analyzing the text-based interactions between players in the game. The in-game chat logs could be used to explore how players’ affective phrases might reflect engagement around certain events (e.g., excitement at finding a DNA sample or solving a nucleotide puzzle clue). This information could further be used to develop AI systems that adapt to players shifting moods to encourage collaboration or to generate certain types of affect around specified events.

7. **CONCLUSION**

This research is a response to what we see as a challenge in how many science and engineering games have been designed, with a strong focus on drilling learning concepts, often at the expense of making the games exciting and emotionally engaging. If students feel that most educational games are “lame”, as a high school sophomore aptly put it, this hardly seems an adequate use of a digital medium that offers unbelievably sophisticated and immersive sensory interactions and storytelling capabilities. Or as Prensky more grandly states, “video games are potentially the most engaging pastime in the history of mankind” [34]. All this leads us to wonder: how then can we as science educators and researchers rise above “lame”?

By utilizing iterative design processes that included interviews with students, playtesting sessions, and participatory design exercises, we were able to gather insights from some of the toughest (and wittiest) critics on the planet, high school students. We then worked to integrate the areas of game engagement the students identified with relevant CI practices. While we could have designed a game with the sole intent of teaching specific learning concepts, much as a textbook or educational website might (e.g., being able to search a science database, correctly comparing genetic sequences, selecting appropriate synchronization mechanisms for parallel computing), we felt this was not the most productive use of games as a medium or a fair representation of CI organizations and the real world problems that students might someday encounter.

It was our hope to generate interest and engagement in CI through our game, and indeed some of the more exciting aspects of CI are not always neat or orderly: e.g., how tools are customized and adapted, how information is communicated in a distributed group, how resources are shared between organizations and people. CI technologies do not exist in a vacuum, but are embedded in dynamic social, cultural, and political systems that are constantly evolving and changing, and we believe that games offer an ideal environment for enacting these many variable outcomes.

In this research we discussed themes that emerged from the coding of our empirical data, and identified five specific recommendations for future educational game designers who wish to integrate collaborative learning experiences into CI training. These recommendations are to: provide both direct synchronous and indirect asynchronous means of communicating tasks and goals within the game; mix differing game mechanics and genres to allow players to gain domain-specific expertise and communicate this expertise to players outside of their domain; develop an in-game economy for players to make key decisions regarding the allocation of technological resources as well as supporting decisions regarding the allocation of human resources; embed CI learning concepts into highly enjoyable and sensory oriented physical tools that leverage visual cues and sound feedback; and design varied level environments and multiple interaction contexts to allow players to experience CI tools as changing and adaptable.

These design implications are not an exhaustive list, but we hope they provide stepping stones for designers, educators, and scientists as they consider ways to make learning CI skills more playful and engaging. Science and play are after all not that dissimilar, as innovator and engineer Danny Hillis noted when discussing great scientists he has worked with, “the thing that all those people have in common is that even as adults they have an extreme sense of play” [34]. Perhaps the science and engineering community has as much to learn from youth as youth do from them about the optimal environments for collaboration and discovery.
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